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Techy
Posted by N8 - 10 Jan 2020 06:29
_____________________________________

Hi everyone, I've been on gye for a little more than half a year. 

my journey to becoming clean started over a year in yeshiva in ??? ?????. Before I get into that,
let me introduce myself,

I grew up in a less yeshivish family, but not modern. Ive been struggling with ??? ????? and
po*n since i was 12. I also happen to have a very good grasp of technology. Over the years I
went a month or 2 without watching but never more than 15 days of not being ????? ?????. As a
teenager I always thought that I'll take care of this problem once I turned 20. 

i tried a few times to stope before i turned 20, but I always found ways to bypass what others
had set up to block me. I also didn't really enjoy my learning in yeshiva throughout those years/
or able even be able to think in learning. When I turned 20 I finally got fed up and started my
real fight in my yeshiva I had just joined in ??? ?????. ?. I struggled on and off for a few months,
my longest streak was 40 days. After this vicious cycle of struggling, I came back to my yeshiva
after that ??? and didnt use my smartphone, ( I used a nokia phone that had call/txt) and stayed
indoors for as much as possible for 30 days, it was difficult but I made it through and I also to
my suprise discovered that I really enjoy learning and actually have a brain. This streak
continued through mid summer when I fell a few days before 90. I got back up after 2 falls and
I've been clean since then b"h. Im currently on day 141 b"eh!!!!

from my struggles I noticed a few things:

1) this topic is not discussed enough in the yeshiva world as being as a big of a problem as it
really is. 

2) for anyone whoe is tech savy, there isn't a single filter you cant bypass. I personally am
learning ethicak hacking at the moment and programming. The flaws in the software available is
crazy. i have ways for bypassing some of the most recommended filters.

I've had a idea for a little bit but I want to start a version on android that is kosher by design, not
frankenstien packaged like a lot of kosher phones on the market. If theres anyone else who is
tech savy, I'd like to hear you story and your struggles. 

?????!
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~ a single non dating yeshiva bochur

(i hope this thread makes sense

========================================================================
====

Re: Techy
Posted by N8 - 17 Jan 2020 16:00
_____________________________________

True, im in middle of getting my comptia a+ and then security + and possiy network +.

while your near your rabbeim yiu need to ask them to give over the tools so you can learn to
fight in your own. I sat with a rebbi and a friend who has a lot of goof tips for hours just to fortify
myself with mussar and tools

========================================================================
====

Re: Techy
Posted by N8 - 17 Jan 2020 16:05
_____________________________________

lionking wrote on 16 Jan 2020 05:24:

N8 wrote on 15 Jan 2020 23:09:

They created something similar but its missing a few components and a few features I have in
mind.

I'm a little techie and have experience with both Android and iOS, as well as MDM.

Would love to hear what you have in mind.
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I want to create a android kernel that has a vpn built into the kernel and is password protected,
this wayyou  can allow what apps have internet from the kernel and what apps won't, and also
fter or disable the web pages from the source. also I want to have a built in applocker. I know
these are on the market already as 3rd party software, but 3rd party software can be bypassed
on android very easily. I also want to remove guest mode. I would make this a software for sale
that you would ourchase a 1x activation key and be able to install it on a large base of
supported devices 

========================================================================
====

Re: Techy
Posted by lionking - 19 Jan 2020 02:05
_____________________________________

N8 wrote on 17 Jan 2020 16:05:

lionking wrote on 16 Jan 2020 05:24:

N8 wrote on 15 Jan 2020 23:09:

They created something similar but its missing a few components and a few features I have in
mind.

I'm a little techie and have experience with both Android and iOS, as well as MDM.

Would love to hear what you have in mind.

I want to create a android kernel that has a vpn built into the kernel and is password protected,
this wayyou  can allow what apps have internet from the kernel and what apps won't, and also
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fter or disable the web pages from the source. also I want to have a built in applocker. I know
these are on the market already as 3rd party software, but 3rd party software can be bypassed
on android very easily. I also want to remove guest mode. I would make this a software for sale
that you would ourchase a 1x activation key and be able to install it on a large base of
supported devices 

I can offer some guidance. You can email me for more details. I don't think a custom kernel
makes sense for a couple of reasons. Probably a custom rom specific to certain devices would
be more practical. (Which is what safe telecom is doing).

I'll keep this message short, you can email me for more details.

Hatzlocha

========================================================================
====

Re: Techy
Posted by N8 - 19 Jan 2020 14:02
_____________________________________

Ill definitely send you a email!

========================================================================
====

Re: Techy
Posted by N8 - 09 Feb 2020 06:20
_____________________________________

Today is 171!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Techy
Posted by N8 - 20 Sep 2021 04:42
_____________________________________

Well it’s been a few years since iv posted. The longest streak I’ve had is around 250 days.
There have been ups and downs. Right now I’m in a down spot. Haven’t actually stooped
down to watching out right po*n but looking at in appropriate images. In need of chizuk. It was a
rough summer in my personal life nothing to do with this struggle. I’ve found solitude and peace
of mind when expressing myself through composing music. I can hear my pain when I listen
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back to the instrumental songs I’ve been producing. I’m still a techy and that’s still my biggest
struggle. My mind is just wired in a way to try and figure out how to bypass road blocks. I need
help and need to figure out how to navigate this situation in the real world and not just in the
walls of my yeshiva. Ok a side note I also just started a part time job working for a filter
company.

========================================================================
====

Re: Techy
Posted by Captain - 20 Sep 2021 13:08
_____________________________________

N8 wrote on 20 Sep 2021 04:42:

Ok a side note I also just started a part time job working for a filter company.

Wow that's a great zchus, using your knowledge to help protect others!

========================================================================
====
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